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LinkTower 7m
The LinkTower is an individual lighting system that has
little competition. Quite simply the LinkTower bears all
the features and benefits of a standard tower
floodlight but with the added benefit of being able to
safely link together, resulting in a row of powerful
lighting sets all from one power source.

Suitable for these sectors

> A unique linkable lighting system - dispensing with the
need for individual lights with separate power sources

> Up to four LinkTowers can be linked together and powered
from a single power source - lighting up a massive area
with just one generator

> It is easy and cost-effective to transport - six LinkTowers will
fit on one standard truck

> The LinkTower can be set up and deployed by a single
person saving time and manpower

> Choice of lighting styles - halogen or metal halide lamps
> The LinkTower is fitted with forklift pockets for easy

manoeuvrability and armoured cabling is available for
secure connections

> Galvanized telescopic section,  with a 7m maximum height
> 4 adjustable stabilizers
> Certified wind stability until 80 Km/h
> Rising system with manual winch with automatic brake,

maximum load capacity 500Kg and system of stainless
steel 133 wires

> On/Off switches, one for each lamp
> Electrical coiled cable complete with housing
> Pockets and eyelets for lifting the structure with crane or

forklift

Closed dimension 1200x800x2330mm

Open dimension 1800x1400x7000mm

Weight 244 Kg

Link tower 4 x 400W MH 7m illuminated area  2000m2

Standard load delivery

Dimensions

Illumination

Features

Features at a glance

Floodlights
Metal halide

Lamps
4X400W

Illuminated area
2000m2

Lifting system
Manual 7m mast

Optional
Version with LED lamps

Transport Per Truck = 32 sets

32
sets
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